
Tiger Poem

Tiger has fur with stripes that are black,

With sharp, pointy claws; orange fur on his                    .

His teeth are all jagged, he loves to eat meat,

With a long, stripey tail and pads on his                   .
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Monkey Poem

Monkey is funny, he swings from a tree,

His tail helps him balance, he’s gentle as can                   . 

With a long curly tail and fur on his back,

He eats bananas and nuts for a quick, healthy                   .
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Elephant Poem

Elephant is large and she stomps her great feet.

Her size makes her scary to those she may                   . 

With a trunk for a nose and big, floppy ears,

She’s actually kind and nothing to                   . 
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Ronald Rhymes

meet feet seat

fear near hear

Tiger has fur with stripes that are black,

With sharp, pointy claws; orange fur on his                      .

His teeth are all jagged, he loves to eat meat,

With a long, stripey tail and pads on his                     .

Monkey is funny, he swings from a tree,

His tail helps him balance, he’s gentle as can                     . 

With a long curly tail and fur on his back,

He eats bananas and nuts for a quick, healthy                    .  

Elephant is large and she stomps her great feet.

Her size makes her scary to those she may                    . 

With a trunk for a nose and big, floppy ears,

She’s actually kind and nothing to                   .  
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